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Introduction 

 

There are different areas that persons must be competent and effective in if they strive to be 

successful professionals. Professional development is about professionals taking responsibility 

for their learning and development that will provide the stepping stone to gaining personal and 

professional skills that are a necessity in order to support the strategic direction of an 

organization. This is done through the process of analysing current skills and having a mental 

and physical plan as to how to achieve their predetermined goals and desired growth.  

An assessment must be done and one involves identifying the learning style by means of a skills 

audit, which involves a personal SWOT analysis, defining the gap between current and expected 

skills, identifying learning and development needs to meet strategic objectives. Another means of 

assessment is the Personal Development Plan as it provides decisions about what is needed to be 

learnt and how the individual needs to learn it. There are different learning styles which must be 

preferred by the individual as a means of being able to maximize one’s own personal learning in 

the aim of achieving strategic goals, I see myself as being a reflector. I like to look observe and 

analyse things which is both past and present and come up with a decision. Companies are driven 

by different goals, goals that they have been designed and are to be used to see their visions 

come to life. The Information Technology entrepreneur and inventor Steve Jobs once said, “Be a 

yardstick of quality. Some people aren’t used to an environment where excellence is expected.” 

That is a similar mantra that we at New Money Automotive Sales and Imports follow; we 

provide an environment of excellence that is seen in the products and services that we provide. 

We strive to uphold excellence and be the best that we can be.  

The Automotive Industry is a critical part of the economy even with its competitive nature as it 

has extensive interconnections across other sectors. Over the past few years’ consumer spending 

has been decreasing that are leaving dealers with inventories “that are moving too slow for 

comfort”. We pride ourselves in having leaders that have the capacity to translate our vision into 

reality through the use of employees no matter the competitive or declining state of the economy. 

This is why continuous improvement is always a focus, the world is evolving and so should we. 

We continuously strive to reach for new heights of excellence, which is why professional 

development assessments are so detrimental to our ongoing success.   
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AC 1.1 use Appropriate Methods to Evaluate Personal Skills Required to 

Achieve Strategic Goals 

 

Personal SWOT Analysis 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

 

• Goal oriented 

• Professional 

• Communicates well with team 

mates and clients 

• Completely committed to the 

success of my organisation and 

myself 

• Time management  

• Good interpersonal skills  

• Attentive listener 

• Patient 

 

 

 

• Poor at handling stress 

• I am nervous when presenting 

which often time takes some of 

the passion out of my 

presentation  

• Poor conflict management  

• Self- conscious  

 

 

 

 

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

 

• Currently pursuing my extended 

diploma which will increase knowledge, 

skills and provide certifications needed 

should I decide to work for another 

organization 

• I am currently with a that operates 

locally and internationally this will 

provide experience and better 

understanding of how to work in a 

competitive environment  

• Surrounded by different persons from 

different backgrounds provides the 

opportunity for me to learn from them  

 

• Working in an international company 

sometimes presents cultural and 

communication challenges which, if 

not addressed can cause issues for the 

company.   

• The business world is always changing 

and so I need to keep up to date with it 

as well as learning new skills that are 

up to date    

• Lack of knowledge in certain areas of 

the business field 
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AC 1.2 Assess the professional skills required to support the strategic 

direction of your organization 

A brief description of the organization  

New Money Automotive Sales & Imports (NMASI) is Certified Used Car Dealer which sells 

quality used vehicles at an affordable price. The business is owned and operated by Mr Tyrese 

Cruise, who is also the CEO and President of the local and international organization Monarch 

Financial Services Corporation. New Money Automotive offers a wide range of used vehicles at 

a competitive price and is known to provide a unique car buying experience to its customers 

(NMASI, 2015). At NMASI with the purchase of every vehicle the company has a 180-day 

limited warranty for each item/vehicle. Currently, the company just started out with a two-

member management team and two sales professionals, who have no doubt aligned their goals 

and objective with the main objectives and goals of the organization. This shows unison of both 

the organization and its employees and the future success they will all enjoy.   

The organization’s leadership construct: roles of managers, leaders and workers 

The organization’s leadership construct has the manager who is also the president, overseeing the 

current teams/employees in terms of their performance and their actual output. Managers also 

organize and plan as well as inspire employees with the vision of the organization which 

stretches into what leaders are said to do. This shows that they are not just managers but leaders. 

Workers in the organization are held liable for the behaviours that they display not only to the 

customers but superiors and fellow employees alike. Like any other organization there are also 

disciplinary actions that are in place to maintain the order.  
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Organizational Chart 

 

 

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

The professional skills required to support the strategic direction of the organization 

Within today’s global economy, it is always a good idea for one to continuously improve and 

develop skills to gain and maintain their competitive edge both individually and for the 

organization. The professional skills required to support the strategic direction of the 

organization needs to be developed as they are a necessary requirement for the role to be 

undertaken. These skills include: 

1. Communication Skills- having good communication skills is very vital for employees and 

managers of a company. This is how ideas are born and shared among each other. 

Communicating does not just involve speaking, or sharing of information whether 

verbally or written but listening as well. Good communication skills should not only be 

among fellow employees but also with other organizations and customers (Ng, 2014). 

2. Leadership Skills- leading is highlighting the acceptable directions of the organization 

and motivating others to follow that direction. To achieve strategic goals, the manager 

has a responsibility to handle his/her subordinates in a very efficient manner. Without 
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proper leadership skills, the organization cannot achieve its strategic goals as well as 

instilling said decisions and gaining support from its employees (Dunham and Pierce, 

2013). 

3. Time management skills- this involves the way in which you organize a plan as well as 

how long you spend on specific activities. It is important for an individual to manage 

their time properly as it can lead to greater productivity and efficiency, better professional 

reputation, increased opportunities for advancement, among others. But, if one fails to 

manage their time effectively, it can have adverse effects on not only the individual but 

also the organization such as missing deadlines; inefficient work flow, poor work quality 

and poor professional reputation. 

4. Technical skills- managers require the basic knowledge of the technological systems in 

order to succeed in a firm. This is because people use the systems to collect critical 

information and data to communicate both to internal and external sources. The 

managers/leaders should be able to help employees with system issues or processes as 

they arise (Harvard Business Review, 2004).  

5. People development skills- this is a very important skill that all managers should have 

within an organization as constant interaction with people is essential to the growth of 

both the organization and individually (McQuerrey, 2015). 

6. Financial Skills- all organization need persons who are able to manage not just their 

personal finances but the organization’s by extension. Over the years this has become an 

even more important requirement due to the economic environment that organizations 

now operate in. This is seen in the budgeted as well as actual financial statements that is 

disseminated and used by not just by internal but also external persons. 

 

These professional skills are vital for me as a Chief Executive who wants to be successful in my 

future endeavours. They are an essential requirement in order to achieve the organization’s 

strategic goals. Managing time effectively is one very important skill that all leaders and 

mangers should develop including me. When time is managed efficiently, there can be an 

increase in productivity due to more work being done not only in a timely manner but also with 

great efficiency. Communicating effectively is keeping a good relationship with each other and 

improving on our work. When information is communicated among team members it helps with 
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decision making and can also influence the behaviour of members (O’Daniel and Rosenstein, 

2008). According to Cooper (2015), technical skills may be needed in order to be a successful 

manager. These skills are normally for upper level management which includes office-based 

competencies and software usage. A great leader should have immaculate people skills as people 

are who keep an organization alive. I should be able to communicate as well as relate to others in 

a professional manner especially with the increase in team work task completion (McQuerrey, 

2015). On the part of developing and managing financial records, it is vital to being successful in 

an organization, which is why these skills not only for accounting professionals anymore. That in 

itself shows the importance of why I need to add it to my repertoire. With the development of 

these skills my future undertaking of strategic aligned tasks will be better conducted.      
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AC 2.1 Carry out a skills audit to evaluate the strategic skills needed to 

meet current and future leadership requirements 

 

In analysing the SWOT analysis done above, I have identified some weaknesses that need to be 

converted into strengths, as well as threats, whose impacts should be minimized if not removed 

completely which can be used as a guide towards achieving my goals. There were also strengths 

that I was not aware I possessed that was highlighted due to further analysis done through the 

skills audit. Research was conducted as to the requirements needed for the role I aspire within 

the organization as I saw the need to acquire skills which will aid in my professional and 

personal growth. The goals I have set out to achieve will require further education such as the 

pursuit of a Master’s degree as well as gaining a more hands on approach by means of working 

alongside managers from other entities, this will enable me to acquire knowledge and expertise 

needed by the organization to continue the environment of excellence. In order to achieve my 

goals, I will need to follow my carefully drafted a personal development plan which will help me 

as I work towards attaining my goals.  

I did a reflection of my most recent achievements, conducted a skills audit for the level I am 

currently at to gain insight as to where I want to be in the future, and evaluated the outcome. 

There is a three (3) step plan which I have listed in detail below:  

 

Step 1- MY MOST RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS  

Over the past five (5) years I have unconsciously grown and developed both personally and 

professionally. I have seen some level of achievements after I have made a mental look at where 

I am as well as where I am coming from. Looking back some of these achievements came by 

deciding to work hard in getting the desired results. Some of these are listed below: 

 

1. I graduated from high school with a Diploma. 

2. I Joined the Jamaica Constabulary Force (JCF) and was later seconded to the Jamaica 

Defence Force (JDF) where I excelled in intelligence gathering. 

3. I got accepted and am pursuing a L7 Extended Diploma with Colbourne College a 

program that is provided through a partnership with Pearson International of London. 

4. I have shown marked improvement in my research and report writing skills. 
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5. I have received 2 Small Business Accomplishment awards for my contributions to the 

Small Business Community. 

6. I have challenged myself to face difficult situations and find solutions as opposed to 

leaving for more manageable situations, and as such I have felt a sense of 

accomplishment and growth 

7. I have set out to achieve a purposeful lifestyle through being involved within my 

community, eating healthy and exercising, and being optimistic.  

8. I have tried to develop financial management techniques will aid in me being on a stable 

path of manging my finances.  

 

 

Step 2- PROFESSIONAL SKILLS AUDIT 

I conducted a professional skills audit to review my existing skills against the skills I will need 

presently as well as for the future.  In doing so I was able to identify my existing skills, identify 

what skills I may need to carry out my existing voluntary work and role more effectively and to 

plan, develop and improve the skills and knowledge needed for my future career.  The areas 

focused on are shown in the skills audit below (Table 2: The professional skills audit).  
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PROFESSIONAL SKILLS AUDIT 

Table 2: The professional skills audit 

I am able to organize my time so that I comfortably meet all my deadlines 

for assignments  

 x  

I am aware of the things that causes me to waste time and am able to avoid 

them when I have work to complete 

x   

I have future targets in mind regarding my education (and career) and use 

them to help me focus on current tasks 

  x 

I am able to use different methods for exploring a problem (academic and 

non-academic), such as considering different points of view or options 

  x 

I am able to consider a range of alternative solutions to a problem and 

predict the best one in the given circumstances  

 x  

I am able to work productively with others to solve problems   x 

I am confident that I can contribute ideas and options to a group discussion    x 

I would be confident in giving a presentation to my peers  x  

I have an effective method for organizing and planning the information that 

I want to put into a written assignment such as an outline plan or a 

“mindmap” 

 

 x  

I am confident in gathering information from a wide variety of sources such 

as books, journals, on-line databases and the internet 

 

  x 

I am able to identify and apply professionalism in all situations, able to 

separate personal feelings from professional situation so as to foster 

professional growth 

 x  

I am able to listen carefully to all parties involves, take copious notes, 

remove all biases, allow all parties to speak freely, use knowledge of 

policies, situations and people to resolve conflicts 

  x 

 

Key: No- I really need to 

work on this 

Not entirely sure- I could 

still improve 

Yes-  I’m really 

confident I can do this 
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Step 3- OUTCOME OF AUDIT CONDUCTED 

 

The information collected gave an insight as to the areas I am strongest in as well as the areas 

that need improvement. I saw the areas I am confident I can excel in along with those that still 

needed improvement. I saw that I am confident in most of the areas I evaluated. The areas in the 

analysis that could use improvement are time management, emotional intelligence and 

confidence when making a presentation. I found that the area I needed to work most on was 

avoiding things that will cause me to waste time when I have work to do (procrastination).  

At this present stage of my development I saw it fit to focus mainly on the areas I thought needed 

immediate attention and to my revelation found that the only area that needed significant 

development was that of being aware of the things which cause me to waste time when I have 

work to do. This area needs to be developed because the roles to which I hope to achieve 

requires that I prioritize and manage time to get balance in work, study and leisure.  Also, time 

management is a key factor in professional and personal development, organizations such as 

New Money Automotive Sales & Imports will require reports and other documents being 

submitted in a timely manner as it falls within a fast moving industry and it has no place for 

persons who will keep the company behind.  
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AC 2.2 Apply Appropriate Techniques to Identify Preferred Learning Style 

Each individual has a different learning style that is unique to him or her, and in a way seems 

only interesting to that person. The term “learning styles” as defined by (2tor, 2016) speaks to 

the understanding that every student learns differently. Technically, an individual’s learning style 

refers to the preferential way in which the student absorbs processes, comprehends and retains 

information (Nwlink.com, 2016). I applied the Honey and Mumford’s experimental learning 

questionnaire as the technique to identify my learning style. The model identifies four learning 

styles, these being Activist, Theorist, Pragmatist and Reflector. 

 

Technique- Experimental Learning 

I applied the Experimental Learning technique to identify my preferred learning style. This 

experiment took the form of a questionnaire which was developed by Honey and Mumford 

(1992) and Kolb (1982) stated that the four styles make up a cycle for the learning pattern of 

individuals. Regardless of the difference in each of our learning styles, we all at some time go 

through the learning cycle. All four learning styles can be identified in everyone, however, there 

is usually one style which is more predominant than the others, which was put forward by Kolb 

and hypothesized by Honey and Mumford. These learning styles are listed below: 

 

• Reflector - According to Bryant (2016) Reflectors are 'stand back', gather data, ponder 

and analyse, delay reaching conclusions, listen before speaking, thoughtful. They prefer 

to learn from activities that allow them to watch, think, and review (time to think things 

over) what has happened. They like to use journals and brainstorming. Lectures are 

helpful if they provide expert explanations and analysis (Berry, 2016). 

• Theorist – Theorists think things through in logical steps assimilate disparate facts into 

coherent theories, rationally objective, reject subjectivity and flippancy (James, 2016). 

They prefer to think problems through in a step-by-step manner. They like lectures, 

analogies, systems, case studies, models, and readings. Talking with experts is normally 

not helpful (Smith, 2016). 
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• Pragmatist – They seek and try out new ideas, practical, down-to-earth, enjoy problem 

solving and decision-making quickly, bored with long discussions (Powell, 2016). They 

prefer to apply new learnings to actual practice to see if they work. Likes laboratories, 

field work, and observations. Likes feedback, coaching, and obvious links between the 

task-on-hand and a problem (Cruz, 2016). 

• Activist –They are described as ‘here and now', gregarious, seek challenge and immediate 

experience, open-minded, bored with implementation (Kotch, 2016). Prefers the 

challenges of new experiences, involvement with others, assimilation and role-playing. 

They like anything new, problem solving, and small group discussions (Durant, 2016). 

 

My Learning style 

I have identified that I am a reflector learner, I learn from analysing a situation before 

committing to it. I am very cautious when it comes on to taking risks as I want the best outcome 

in any situation I should get myself involved in. This learning style, however, I think would not 

be suitable for a managerial position as this requires an open-minded and adaptable individual. I 

need to adopt other learning styles if I am to be successful as a Senior Manager in this 

organization.  It is important for one to set developmental goals and work towards them, 

especially where you will be needed to lead a team. I have seen the importance of knowing 

which learning style best suits an individual so that they can improve where needs be as well as 

to be successful in projects for both themselves and the others involved. 
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AC 3.1 Construct A Personal Development Plan That Meets Leadership 

Development Requirements Identified in The Skills Audit 

 

 

 

Personal Development Plan 

     
Current Skills & Abilities GAP Future 

Requirements 

Developmental 

Plan 

Timeline for 

development 

Conflict Resolution skills The inability to 

exercise patience 

in certain 

situations  

Should be able to relate to 

diverse personality types 

and be able to apply 

emotional intelligence to 

all levels of management 

Study more on how to 

better develop conflict 

resolution skills. 

6- 12 months 

Technical skills Infrequency of 

use causes 

inadequate 

knowledge level  

Ability to use all 

systems and be able 

to assist direct reports 

with same 

Sit with users regularly 

who are also experts so I 

may gain first-hand 

knowledge of system 

6- 8 months 

Communication Inability to use 

verbal 

communication 

to reach out to a 

wider audience 

Ability to use various 

communication tools 

to disseminate inter-

company information 

to employees 

Research best resource 

for understanding how to 

use technology to 

communicate 

2-6 months 

Finance/Accounting/ 

Budgeting 

Basic 

budgeting 

skills 

Ability to create 

organizational or 

departmental budgets 

Research and take a course in 

budgeting so I will gather the 

required knowledge to perform 

in and qualify for the role of 

Senior Manager 

6- 12 months 

Public speaking Limited hosting 

and facilitation 

skills for senior 

management role 

Ability to conduct 

large meetings 

Take public 

speaking classes 

6 – 12 

months 

Management/Education/ 

Qualification 

Level of 

education is not 

high enough for 

senior 

management role 

Master’s Degree Pursue a Master’s 

Degree 

5 years 
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AC 3.2 Use suitable methods to assess the outcomes of a personal 

development plan against personal work objectives 

After the implementation of any plan, there needs to appropriate means of evaluating the 

outcomes of said plan. After the completion of the SWOT analysis and the personal development 

plan, there were gaps that needed to be filled in order to progress my personal development. 

Personal Development Plans (PDP) involves several steps, step 1 a skills audit (which was 

already done) step 2 action plan, with all your objectives, now we are looking at step 3 and 4 

which are reflection and keeping a record. These last two steps are the methods that will be used 

to assess the outcomes of the PDP. How are you to know if you have achieved your goals or at 

what stage are you presently in achieving said goals that can be done through reflection. This is 

where time is set aside to consider feedback or self-assessments as it relates to the goals set out.  

Record keeping involves auditing your skills and action planning which will generate written 

documentation and so it is important to keep written records for a number of reasons. This 

includes helping to measure progress, providing information for decision making, seen as a 

source of information for other users and help you to think about ways of improving the plan.  

 Reflection  

Moon (2002) defined reflection as a form of mental processing like a form of thinking that we 

use to fulfil a purpose or to achieve some anticipated outcome. The purpose of reflection is to 

enable the individual to understand where they have come from and where they are going. The 

whole purpose of a PDP is to help learners think not only about the learning that has already 

taken place, but also planning for the future. It is a great way to build on all the opportunities that 

come your way. After the plan was implemented I was able to look back and see if the plan was 

successful in terms of the personal work objectives, were they achieved, is there room for 

improvement (and how much of it is needed). There was “reflection -on –action” (occurs after 

the event) taking place. Experimental learning has identified my learning style as being a 

reflector which means that I work best by observing others and doing tasks without tight 

deadlines but becomes worried or learn less due to deadlines and no time to prepare.  

The SWOT analysis on the other hand has identified the problem areas and the strengths/ 

opportunities and I have sought to improve and take full advantage of. This provides the 

knowledge of what needs to be strengthened which will be done through improved planning and 
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through the improvement of what was inhibiting it has shown that a major strength is my 

commitment to success. Commitment plays a vital role in the success of any organization and 

continued growth on the part of the individual. My commitment in being successful has aided in 

my determination to get the best results which has extended to achieving my targeted goals. The 

analysis identified a weakness has having poor self-confidence. Poor self-confidence tends to 

make me hesitant in moving out of my comfort zone as well as struggling through the tough 

times. Management is not always going to be a walk through or in the area of comfort. New 

things will seem daunting and harder than how it actually is. Being in one particular area most of 

my academic and professional life has caused the comfort area to be developed and so that gap 

had been created. I will nonetheless work in bridging that gap as I progress in achieving my 

professional and personal achievements.  

   

Timeline for developing the results of assessment – PDP 

To assess and value a PDP, the plan must be implemented for at least six months which is seen in 

the format of the PDP which ranges from short term, medium term and long term. The short term 

(6 months) objectives includes technical skills, conflict resolution, acquiring good leadership 

skill trailing to long term (5 years) becoming an effective chief executive. The plan was so 

structured as a means of identifying and planning the goals that I intended on achieving as means 

of achieving my ultimate objective.  

Given that it’s a small company requires a more hands on approach and as such I will be writing 

reports on daily activities so my communication skills will be improved as well as my leadership 

and decision making skills.  At the end of my 5-year planned timeline, I should be able to meet 

all my targets and then evaluate the skills acquired if it meets the expected level. I drafted this 

PDP to be useful as means of a career plan so that I can use it as a means of process monitoring 

for carrying out an in year assessment of my strengths, weaknesses and development needs.  

6 months - 1 year goals- acquire more communication skills training (both writing and verbal), 

acquire good team relationship within the organization, and develop good decision making skills.  
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3 year goals- ability to support others, inspire and motivate staff, delegate responsibilities and 

monitor it, analyse information and make good decisions and recommendations.  

5 year goals- Chairman of the Board of a Successful group of companies 

   This new position will involve me being able to: 

• display leadership skill that will be helpful in motivating, leading and supporting 

colleagues  

• apply good communication skills that enhance decision making, analysing situations and 

problems 

• display skills that develop trust and confidence in the mind of people. The GAP model 

helped to identify the skills that I lacked while the plan helped me to achieve these 

required skills.  All these goals will be reviewed annually with an objective mind and 

check if each goal is achieved at the expected (target completion) date.  

 

Keeping a record method 

Action planning involves record keeping as it is a means of keeping track. It forms as both the 

inventory and evidence of skills, experiences and achievements. These records help to organize 

the resources and assess their achievements in relation to any career target that have been set. 

With my career target in the mind these evidences (records) identify the short comings that can 

be improved and the milestones that show how close I am to achieving my target. It points me in 

the right direction of where I am going and the end result that I want at the end of the day. 
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AC 3.3 Evaluate The Impact of Own Learning Against the Achievement of 

Strategic Goals 

Learning is an important part of any individual’s personal and professional development. Being a 

reflector, learning from the side-lines comes with the territory as well as viewing experiences 

from different perspectives. Observing activities is a good means of engaging in this learning 

style which is why shadowing a senior administrative manager within another company would 

be a good start. Job shadowing (observing activities) would provide me with personal 

development on my part by providing insight and knowledge as it is 100% learning. This will put 

me at an advantage as I will possess the required experience in the area, as opposed to others 

who may have an interest in the same role. Communication skills are one of the most important 

skills in the car sales business and being employed in that sector it is imperative for me to learn 

and improve these skills as a means of gaining better control of my strategic goals. The PDP 

showed the gaps that I need to fill and the reflector learning style that I will use to bridge those 

gaps. An analysis is therefore an important part of my learning technique which also involves 

feedback from team members.  

I have gained an advantage being a part of my accounting seminar, I have become more 

socialized; being able to make better and quick decisions as well as being able to communicate 

better. Having degrees whether Bachelor’s or Masters is a step in the right direction but skills in 

the relevant areas are becoming more and more important as the business world evolves into the 

future. These skills will no doubt make me more marketable and as such will not limit me to my 

current job level but excel me to new heights. The personal development plan has helped me to 

chart my own path and may even help in me becoming my own boss someday soon even in a 

global business setting. Getting the desired end result is what is aimed for which is achieved 

regardless of the individual learning style or the goals to which one aspires. 

The attainment of these goals will not only benefit me personally or professionally but by 

extension New Money Automotive Sales & Imports. This will be seen due to my work 

capabilities being improved and success being achieved.  
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